The paper presents the problem of determining static atmosphere parameters assuming the relation between the temperature and the pressure described with the polytropic process. In general, the initial state of the polytropic process expressed with pressure p 0 , temperature T 0 is unknown, similarly to polytropic exponent n. Temperature and pressure can be measured during the flight. The measured values serve the purpose of determining the characteristic parameters of the polytropic and then determining the form of relation of flight altitude as a function of pressure. Simulation research and research based on real data confirm the described algorithm.
INTRODUCTION
Determining the flight altitude based on continuous measurement of temperature and pressure is still a very up-to-date problem. In practice, a hypsometric formula [1] is used based on standard atmosphere data: p 0 = 101325 Pa, T 0 = 288.15 K, temperature gradient grad_T = 6.5 K/1000 m. In reality it is a rare situation that standard conditions occur at the airfield elevation. The aim of the paper is the development of algorithms determining the course of the flight altitude as a function of measured pressure. The polytropic of unknown parameters of reference pressure p p , temperature T p and polytropic exponent n were adopted as thermodynamic transformation binding pressure and temperature.
FORMULATION OF THE FUNCTIONAL OF MEASUREMENT ERRORS
For the measurement data (p i , T i ), i = 0,1,…,N we need to find characteristic values T p , p p , n of the polytropic exponent 
Minimization of functional 0 J against unknowns p p , T p , exponent n leads to a heavily non-linear set of equations. This problem can be significantly inhibited by transforming equation (1) to a different form. Namely, a different form of the error functional results after logarithming the polytropic equation (1) . We then obtain
hence, for measurements p i , T i burdened with errors from the difference of the left and right side of relation (4) an error results 
MINIMIZATION OF THE ERROR FUNCTIONAL
Functional (7) has an algebraic form and functional (3) is exponential, which is why for further solutions functional (7) will be used. The first derivatives of the functional form an algebraic set of non-linear equations simpler to solve than that resulting from the minimization of functional (3).
Let us transform functional (7) to a simpler form: 
where  k is the parameters of minimization towards the gradient and hessian matrix H has the form
and is a symmetric matrix (mixed derivatives of functional J are continuous, thus equal to one another) 
The multinomial form of functional (8) 
We need to see that in general functional J(x, y, z) has minimum values in at least two points is usually a convergent process.
Finding polytropic characteristic parameters: exponent n, reference temperature T p and reference pressure p p is thus not an easy task.
NUMERICAL CALCULATIONS
To explore the properties of functional (7) one may generate a set of (analytical) measurement data that will fulfill the polytropic equation for data p p = 101325 Pa, T p = 288.15 K, n = 1. 
we determine the parameters of the polytropic approximating the distorted values of temperature and pressure. The generated analytical data were distorted randomly with the delta_T temperature error and delta_p pressure error, namely, two sets were assumed: delta_T = 1 K and delta_p = 50 Pa and delta_T = 1.5 K and delta_p = 50 Pa. Figure 1 presents the difference in the flight altitude between the analytical data (points T and p lie on the polytropic) and those randomly distorted with delta_T and delta_p. Since the distorted data of temperature and pressure are approximated with the polytropic in the mean squared sense they get smoothened. The courses shown in Fig. 1 present the sensitivity of determination of the flight altitude (21) to the temperature measurement error delta_T. This sensitivity is inhibited thanks to the mean squared approximation. for variable x (6) a polytropic was obtained for which grad_T = 7.89 K/1000 m (for standard atmosphere grad_T = 6.5 K/1000 m). In figure 3 , for the obtained polytropic, a dependence was determined of the altitude on the pressure expressed with formula (21).
The minimization of functional (16) 
CONCLUSIONS
The method of approximation of the measurement data presented in the paper allows determining the parameters of the polytropic process. This allows determining the flight altitude as a function of pressure. As a result of the application of mean squared approximation of the measurement data the smoothening of the temperature curve as a function of pressure takes place, hence the reduction of the sensitivity during determination of the flight altitude z = z(p) according to relation (21).
